Minutes for March 2018 DISC Meeting

 Attendance

- Krystal Thomas (FSU)
- Kelley Rowan (FIU)
- Lydia Motyka
- *David Russel (GCSC)*
- Jorge Perez (FIU)
- Tammera Race
- Wilhelmina Randtke (FLVC)
- Melissa V. (FCGU)
- Lee Dotson (UCF)
- Shannon Dew
- Matthew Miguez (FSU)
- Todd Digby (UF)
- Marielle Veve (UNF)

 FLVC Updates

- Lydia Motyka
- new director starts on April 2
- lots of new updates going on
- resuming search for next ILS

Guest: Claire Dygert

- talked about being a consultant at the state level
- talking to all the members about their digital projects and what they would be interested in contributing to a statewide digital initiative
- she is evaluating various digital platforms and make a recommendation for a single digital platform
- assess what various bureaus are doing
- looking at how this intersects with OERs
- developing a implementation plan that will have a good infrastructure and be sustainable. They are working closely with SSDN
- all reports (5) due by July
- challenges are mainly funding, only so much money for MLCs
- a real interest in reaching out to cultural heritage sites throughout the state
- exploring additional funding options

**DISC Member Announcements**

- SSDN working groups met F2F in Tampa and set goals for all the working groups
  - they worked in their groups the second half of the day

**DPLA (Matthew Miguez)**

- harvested 94 thousand records from 4 contributors last month
  - about 20 thousand are up in DPLA

**UCF (Lee Dotson)**

- migrating out of content DM
  - Still need to migrate the Central Florida Memory collection into Islandora

**Next meeting**

- April 11th at 1:00pm